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Siemens cooperates with Alibaba
fot
a
oli

German technology giant, Siemens and Alibaba Cloud, the cloud computing arm of Alibaba Group, have joined hands to foster the industrial
Internet of Things (IoT) in China. The recently signed Memorandum
of Understanding allows both the companies to leverage each
other’s technology and industrial resources to build a unique IoT
solution to support Industry 4.0. Joe Kaeser, President and CEO of
Siemens AG and Simon Hu, President of Alibaba Cloud signed the
MoU in Berlin under the witness of German Chancellor Angela
Merkel and Chinese Premier Li Keqiang during his official visit to
Germany. By partnering with Alibaba Cloud, Siemens is bringing
MindSphere, its cloud-based, open IoT operating system that
delivers a wide range of device and enterprise connectivity options,
advanced analytics, and closed-loop innovation with complete digital
twin solutions, to China. Under the MoU, both companies will begin
collaborating immediately to make MindSphere on Alibaba Cloud
available in 2019.
www.siemens.com

Cemat Russia 2018 reports 
increased attendance
The 2018 Cemat Russia trade fair
came to an end on September
21 after three successful days
with an uptick of 8 percent in
attendance. Roughly 5,500
visitors from Russia and
neighboring countries
learned about the latest
logistics systems at Russia’s only
intralogistics trade fair. More than
200 companies presented their products and solutions for the logistics
processes of the future. For example, Vanderlande demonstrated its multidirectional and scalable shuttle concept (the
Adapto type) as well as parts of the Airtrax product family,
which transports, sorts, sequences and stores large volumes 
of goods over long distances at changing heights in a
high-frequency environment.
Krister Sandvoss, Global Director of Cemat with the Deutsche
Messe AG, explains in a video statement what trade fair
visitors can expect next year, when OOO Deutsche Messe
RUS will be the sole event organizer of Cemat Russia 2019.

VIDEO STATEMENT
Krister Sandvoss of
Deutsche Messe AG
reports in a video
statement on changes
in Cemat Russia 2019!

Jungheinrich announces new
board member of management
With long term and strategic planning in mind,
Jungheinrich, world’s leading providers of
intralogistics solutions has decided to appoint
Sabine Neuß to take on responsibility
for Engineering. She
will join the Board of
Management of
Jungheinrich AG
from 1st January
2020. Dr Lars
Brzoska is set to be
in charge of
engineering until
Ms Neuß takes over.
Jürgen Peddinghaus,
Chairman of the
Supervisory Board of
Jungheinrich AG expressed pleasure with Sabine
Neuß’s appointment. Expressing his views on the
announcement, he said “ Our company has
gained a highly competent specialist and proven
expert in the field of production and development.”
www.jungheinrich.com

www.cemat.de
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Top technological trends in

Rapid advances in industrialization and digitalization
methods have spurred tremendous progress in
developing the next generation of manufacturing
technology. In 2017, Industry 4.0 has started to
mature and developments in this field have been
practical and constructive. There are some clear trends
in the technologies, all of which merge software with
hardware in companies that used to be focused on
manufacturing physical objects. In this article, we
briefly take a look at the trends in important areas 
of industry 4.0.
Author: Sushen Doshi, International Correspondent, World of Industries
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P

redictive maintenance (PdM) clearly marks a turning point in
the manufacturing oriented services sector. In the past, companies would plan and take action only when a problem or defect occurred or operational parameters got beyond limits, with predictive
maintenance, they can now act on the basis of forecasted data and
create proactive model of maintenance. Unlike previous approaches, such as reactive and preventive maintenance, and conditionbased maintenance, the predictive maintenance model provides an
advantage with the use of sensors and gathering machine data. It
applies algorithms to predict the best time for carrying out maintenance activity before the actual machine or component breakdown
occurs. Rather than servicing plants and machinery at predefined
time intervals, or assessing the health of a system on the basis of
physical parameters like vibrations, temperature etc. and only taking action if the figures deviate from the pre-set range, PdM actually
predicts future trends in the equipment’s operating parameters and
thereby accurately determines its remaining operating life. This
triggers a profound change in the maintenance strategy and service
business model, for both individual products as well as networked

the Industry 4.0

production systems. Predictive maintenance model has already established itself in
the European market. More than 75 % of industrial companies have began investing
time and resources on this issue, and believe it will trigger a stronger growth of services in the future, replacing a significant amount of sales revenues that is currently
derived from hardware products. The drivers for predictive maintenance are already
well developed in the areas of sensor technology, data and signal processing, and
condition monitoring and diagnosis. The real development has yet to take place
in the areas of decision making and support. This is where companies need to take
action now.

Additive manufacturing and 3D printing
3-D printing has become an unstoppable force. Not too long ago, the printing speed
and limited output of 3-D printers made them suitable only for rapid prototyping.
But in the coming years, 3-D printers will play a crucial part in full-scale production
in several industries like aerospace, automotive, health care and textile. This technology is set to change the face of manufacturing. The stage for this change wasn’t set
overnight. Decades of innovation and recent advancements in speed, printing technology and material capabilities have now aligned, and together they are pushing the
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES 8/2018   
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entire industry forward. The level of innovation and investment in
the direct metal printing sector is also on the rise. Direct-metal
printing is getting faster and more capable, and many new techno
logies are now coming into play. The number of metal alloys that
can be 3-D printed is on the rise, and they have exceptional performance characteristics. One can now achieve high-performance
light weight and complex designs that were impossible with traditional manufacturing processes. Complex and highly detailed
products critical for aerospace, automotive and mechatronics industries will soon be available for production at a fraction of the
cost. For decades, 3-D printing had been capable in terms of geometric precision and accuracy, but printing speeds remained very
slow. But this too is changing with the ability to print a centimeter
every minute, these systems will play a major role in reducing the
design-to-manufacturing cycle from days to minutes. Furthermore,
fully automated direct-metal printers that are essentially an entire
factory in a box will also be available. With automated parts changes and material replenishment, they can literally operate around
the clock. So on one hand, entry-level grassroots companies will
disrupt conventional CNC machining and local machine-shop
businesses. And on the other, you see high-complexity precision
manufacturing solutions from larger corporations like GE and other
3-D companies.

Digital twin
Digital Twins are digital representations of physical machines. In
industry, they are used to optimize product design and ensure error-free operation. They are formed on the basis of a high-precision
3D CAD model that has been assigned all the properties and functions of the planned product – from its materials and sensoring systems to the movement and dynamics of the real machine. This is an
important step towards identifying malfunctions early and resolving them before the start of production – and eliminating the need
for development of a costly prototype. The twins are constantly in
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connection with one another – even after production and sale of the
physical product. The real machine is outfitted with sensors that
send status data to its virtual reproduction on a constant basis. A
requirement management system functions as a digital requirements library, gathering the incoming data and comparing it
against the specifications by which the product was created. In the
future, all stakeholders will be networked: suppliers, producers and
customers. The focus now must be put on building a strong network
between machine builders, electrical engineers and IT. If a discrepancy is detected, then engineers can work on potential solutions
directly on the digital twin – after which the real machine can then
be updated to resolve the problem as quickly as possible. With an
estimated 21 billion connected sensors by 2020, digital twins will
exist for billions of things in the near future. Potentially billions of
dollars of savings in maintenance repair and operation are on the
table. In the short term, digital twins offer help with asset management, but will eventually offer value in operational efficiency and
insights into how products are used and how they can be improved.

Cobots
Cobots are now getting more and more integrated into business.
Comparing this new generation of automation to the clumsy, cagebound robotics common two decades ago showcases the level development that has happened in this field. Moving machines from
marked danger zones to shared workspaces is now nothing new,
and the future of cobots will likely depend on integrating humans
and cobots safely and effectively. It is worth noting that the central
idea behind cobots is to allow human beings and machines to work
together in the same space, and harness the creativity and problem
solving ability of people and the repeatability and tireless precision
of robots.
The future of cobots will see widespread usage among manu
facturers of all sizes, as prices continue to drop and technology
becomes more affordable. Better machine learning, and the ability

to recognize certain human actions will bring increased safety to
cobots. In tasks like the final assembly of cars, judgment and decision-making are necessary, but a range of repetitive, predictable
tasks remain, creating opportunity to deploy cobots to work alongside human beings.
Though there has been skepticism in terms of adapting cobots in
the manufacturing set up, it is hard to ignore the increasing cost of
labor. When compared to the rising hourly cost of labour, which
has reached approximately $ 12 in the U.S. andsimilar in EU, an
increased interest in cobots is a sure thing. Moreover, the range of
tasks this new generation of cobots can tackle is impressive.
Whether handling fragile samples in a laboratory, small items for
packaging, or assuming the truly heavy lifting on assembly lines, the
cobots are ready to shine.

Artificial intelligence
AI is extensively being used in gaming, banking, retail and is slowly
growing in the manufacturing sector, facilitating the industrial
automation. AI-driven machines are laying an easier path to the future by yielding a bunch of benefits – offering new opportunities,
enhancing production efficiencies, and bringing machine interaction closer to human interaction. AI facilitates to conquer many

internal challenges that have been around in the industry. Let’s
have a glance at how AI is helping the manufacturing sector to
accomplish:
The utilization of AI and robots is particularly observed in industrial manufacturing as they revolutionize mass-production. Robots
are capable of doing recurring activities, eliminating human error
and delivering superior levels of assured quality. While humans are
forced to work in 3 shifts for ensuring continuous production, while
robots are capable to work for 24/7 in the production line. Businesses can expand in terms of production capabilities and meet the
high demand of customers worldwide. Although, bringing AI onto
the manufacturing industry would necessitate a huge capital investment, the ROI is significantly high. As intelligent machines start
taking care of day-to-day-activities, businesses can enjoy considerably lower operating cost.
Using AI, manufacturers will be able to:
n Create rapid, data determined decisions
n Facilitate enhanced production outcomes
n Advance process effectiveness
n Minimize operational costs
n Facilitate product development
Photographs: Fotolia z
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Servo drive technology optimizes
precise production of fasteners

AUTOMATION

01

With the use of modern servo drive technology, the
Belgian company Nedschroef Machinery has greatly
reduced the time needed to adapt and set up its metal
forming machines used for the production of
high-precision fasteners. With an output of up to 240
screws per minute, this places the highest demands on
the dynamics and performance of servo drives and
motors.

N

edschroef Machinery manufactures multi-stage forming
machines that produce fasteners and molded parts with

complex geometries, such as those used in the automotive industry. “The requirements for dimensional tolerances and strength are
correspondingly high,” says Nedschroef Machinery Engineering
Manager Dirk Matheeussen. “In order to guarantee the necessary
stability, the screws are pressed from metal rods. Machining inherently r educes the stability between the screw shaft and the screw
head, as the material structure is disrupted. That’s not the case with
pressing,” he adds. The pressing of the screws is done in individual
steps, with each die in the machine carrying out one machining
step at a time. After each stroke, the product is transported with
grippers until it reaches its final shape.

Precisely synchronizes motion sequences
Author: Johny Vangeel, Business Manager Building Automation-Infra-Energy,
Beckhoff Automation Belgium
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Nedschroef’s metal forming machines were previously powered by
a single motor. A complex mechanical system with gear units and

01 View inside the press shop of the multi-stage forming

machine. In order to guarantee the necessary stability of the
screws and nuts, they are pressed from metal rods

02 Tom van Weert, Programmer, and Ivo Van Gorp,

Coordinator/Developer Automation at Nedschroef, in front of the
forming machine (from left to right)

03 The servo-controlled gripper fingers convey the products
with high precision and dynamics between the individual
processing steps

02

03

camshafts allowed all functions of the machine, including the gripper finger that transports the products between the individual
machining steps, in order to run synchronously. “The gripper

carriage was the first component that we equipped with separate
servo drives,” explains Ivo Van Gorp, Coordinator/Developer Automation at Nedschroef. “In the past, the cams themselves had to be
moved in order to adapt the machine when changing production,
which was not only time-consuming but also limited the setting
range. After equipping each gripper and carriage with its own
servomotor, all positioning limitations have been removed.”
“Motion synchronization is now performed in TwinCAT software
from Beckhoff,” says Nedschroef Programmer Tom Van Weert. “We
use an EtherCAT network with a cycle time of 500 μs. This allows us
to precisely synchronize the various machine movements with
those of the dies.” The mechanical cam controller has been completely replaced by TwinCAT NC Camming, which enables faster,
safer and error-free changeovers while providing more setting
options. The parameters are stored for each product in the control-

ler and can be adapted or retrieved from the graphical user interface, which helps even less experienced machine operators
successfully handle rapid changeovers.
However, the transition from a mechanical gear unit to a servo
drive system presented Nedschroef with challenges. “Our fastest
machines produce 240 screws per minute,” says Van Gorp. “That
means four strokes per second. For each stroke, one-third of the
time can be used to grip and advance the screws. The gripping itself
must take place within one-twelfth of a stroke. It was not easy to
find a drive system that could react so quickly and build up sufficient gripping force in such a short time.” Nedschroef finally found
the solution in the AM8000 series servomotors and AX5000 Servo
Drives from Beckhoff. “Servo technology has numerous advantages. With this solution, all cam-setting restrictions have been solved.
The adjustment of the gripping force of the fingers, which used to be
mechanical, is now also done in software. In addition, we receive
feedback from the servo drives. If a finger has gripped a product
incorrectly or incompletely, this is detected immediately and can
be responded to. An additional advantage is that the opening and
closing of the dies is no longer coupled to the finger drive. To grip
very short products, the fingers have to move at much higher speeds
than the speed at which the products are pushed out of the die. This
wasn’t possible before,” says Matheeussen.

More flexibility through faster changeovers
“Our customers were initially reluctant to use the mechatronic
solution because they were used to working with purely mechanical
systems. In order to simplify the transition to electronic control, we
presented some parameters on the HMI in the same way as in the
previous cam control system. The creation of an intuitive interface
has made the transition much easier. Once you are familiar with the
new technology, you can quickly see the advantages. Many of our
customers have to change over their machines several times a day.
This is now much faster and the error rate has been significantly
reduced,” explains Van Gorp.
Nedschroef now also uses servo drive technology for material
feed, and a Beckhoff linear motor handles the rod feed. The
complete machine control runs on a C6930 Industrial PC, which
integrates both PLC and drive control. “The NC tasks are also implemented in software modules,” adds Van Weert. “This makes it easy
to adapt all profiles for motion synchronization.”
Photographs: Nedschroef Machinery, Belgium

www.beckhoff.com
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Calibration at the touch
of a single button

Temperature probes are generally extremely complicated to
calibrate. However, this inspection process can be considerably
simplified by connecting an automation-enabled reference
thermometer to a temperature source. Individual calibration
routines which can be accessed at any time can then be designed
based on this arrangement.

T

he majority of measuring points in a manufacturing facility are
used to monitor the process temperature. Thousands of thermometers and probes are commonly installed in large production
areas. The systems must operate as precisely and as efficiently as
possible in the interests of optimum productivity and safety, which
is why ever higher accuracy and load capacity requirements are
specified. To ensure that the measurement quality always lives up
to expectations, the thermometers must be calibrated accordingly.
Calibrating a thermometer is much more complicated than
checking the status of a pressure gauge, for example, because
temperature is sluggish. It can therefore take a relatively long time
to set stable test values for thermometers. Only then is it possible to
begin measuring. In addition to this, more equipment is needed to
calibrate a thermometer, especially if high precision is stipulated. In
this case, the temperature source is kept separate from the r eference,
in other words two instruments are used.

AUTOMATION

Less expenditure of time and probability of errors
It is not only the technology-related time burden that is decisive when
calibrating temperature measuring devices. The equipment is complex and the procedure involves a comparatively large number of
steps. The checking processes in calibration laboratories have become
more highly automated for this reason. Yet automated calibrations do
not simply reduce the time spent in the lab or minimise the effects of
instrument downtime; they also help to eliminate errors.

01

CTB9100 micro calibration bath with
CTR3000 multi-function precision thermometer
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Author: Dipl.-Ing. Danica Schwarzkopf,
Product Manager Calibration Technology

Precondition for an automated checking
A single calibrator that is capable of managing the entire process is
a basic precondition of automated thermometer checking. This
process can be further simplified by using multi-function instruments. Wika’s CTR3000 multi-functional precision thermometer,
for instance – a universal reference and reading instrument – calibrates both resistance thermometers and thermocouples. Owing to its high accuracy of 0.005 K or
0.06°C, it can also be regarded as a superior
reference standard for checking calibrators.
The CTR3000 has four input channels: –
one for the reference sensor and three for
the devices to be calibrated. The stable
temperature environment which is essential for calibration is established separately, either in a dry-well calibrator or
in a micro calibration bath depending
on the calibrated devices. Dry-well cali-

brators with an insert are recommended for thermometers with an
identical, known geometry and a minimum stem length of 70 mm.
They are rated for a temperature range from - 55 to + 1 100 °C whereas
micro calibration baths show test values between - 35 and + 255  °C.
The latter are better suited for thermometers with a stem length of < 70
mm and unknown geometry or which are larger in size.

Only four steps to build a routine
One calibration process, two stations – that normally means separate preparation and parameterisation of the two devices. The
CTR3000 dispenses with this preliminary step. Thanks to a new feature, the precision thermometer can be networked together with a
corresponding temperature source in the Wika CTx9x00 series via
the communication interface. This combination forms the hardware unit for individual and reproducible calibration routines, in
which all values measured by the connected thermometers are
recorded and the test temperature automatically achieved. These
processes are programmed using an add-in in the CTR3000 firmware. The calibrator’s touch screen GUI makes it easy to enter the
required information.
1. The user adjusts the reference and the temperature source to the
particular device to be calibrated.
2. The device(s) to be calibrated and the reference are assigned to
their respective input channels at the reference thermometer.
These channels are later measured automatically by means of the
precision thermometer’s scan function.
3. The temperature points for the calibration are specified; they are
typically at the start, in the middle and at the end of the temperature range. The values are freely selectable.

4. The stability conditions are entered according to the reference
and the device to be calibrated. They determine the tolerance
range within which the temperature value is allowed to vary.
The value and its margin must be maintained for a defined
time period. The calibrator tests the reference sensor on the
basis of the stability conditions. Once a steady state has been
achieved, the CTR3000 stores the relevant data of the reference and the calibration device and switches to the next
temperature point.

All calibration phases are documented
Each routine which is created in this way is stored in the precision
thermometer and can be accessed at any time. Since the entire
calibration is automated, all the user needs to do is press the Start
button. His or her physical presence during the calibration run,
which can often take several hours to complete, is no longer
mandatory. The inspection process can be followed on the screen
of the CTR3000 if need be. All calibration phases are documented
by a data logger and all data stored. This information can sub
sequently be downloaded onto a USB stick and read out in XML or
CSV format to enable further processing.
All calibration routines can later be repeated at any time in the
future. The characteristics stored for the reference can be updated
very easily in case it is recalibrated, by uploading the coefficients
from a USB stick using an add-in.
Photographs: Lead ©everythingpossible-stock.adobe.com, other Wika

www.wika.com
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01 Increasing the system availability by means

of integrated surge protection and shield current
monitoring

Power over Ethernet
supports higher
system availability
In an increasingly networked world, it is essential to
have direct access to the data for all processes. Power
over Ethernet supports the easy integration of this
data in existing networks. Using the new PoE injectors,
the user saves a great deal of time during installation,
while simultaneously protecting both the connected
devices and data transmission against surge voltage,
different potentials and EMI.

A

s a manufacturer-independent IEEE standard, Power over
Ethernet (PoE) has established itself in industrial applications
for more than ten years now. Cabling effort can be considerably
reduced using PoE technology. In addition, networking is more
flexible and the streamlined PoE cabling lowers installation costs.
Distributed network devices, which, for example, are located
outside of buildings, require only one cable for data and power
transmission. The devices to be connected include access points,
access controls, and applications with camera surveillance to which
an ever-increasing importance is attached. Ideal for powering Voice
over IP phones (VoIP), Power over Ethernet has long since proven
itself in the office sector.
The PoE technology distinguishes itself by powering devices via
the data cable. The power required for this purpose is negotiated
electrically between the consumer – the powered device (PD) – and
the supplier – the power sourcing equipment (PSE). Supply voltage
is then provided with a transmission speed of up to 100 Mbps (mode

AUTOMATION

03 The cable shielding

is connected easily
without tools, providing
strain relief at the same
time

Author: Bernd Rosenbaum, Product
Manager in the area of Communication
Interfaces, Phoenix Contact Electronics
GmbH, Bad Pyrmont, Germany
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02

PoE injectors are
available with RJ45,
screw, Push-in and
IDC fast connection
technology

B) via the unused wires of the eight-wire cabling. Alternatively, the
so-called phantom power with a maximum data rate of 1 Gbps can
be activated in a modulated way using the data cables (mode A).
The mode will be negotiated of own accord but, if required, its
setting can also be fixed using DIP switches. The PSE may consist of
a multiport PoE switch or a PoE injector as a stand-alone solution.

Internal power supply unit with electrical isolation
Just in time for the Hannover Messe 2018, Phoenix Contact presents
its new PoE injectors for different performance classes. With a supply of up to 30 Watt, these devices meet the IEEE 802.3 af (15.4 W)
and 802.3 at (30 W) standards. Although the upcoming IEEE 802.3
bt standard still needs to be adopted, the POE injectors have been
designed in such a way to meet future requirements as well (as an
option). For example, the 60 Watt components enable powerful
PTZ (pan/tilt/zoom) cameras to be supplied with power, which
often have integrated infrared heating to avoid fogging of the glass
surface. To this end, there is more power required than provided by
the existing IEEE 802.3 PoE standard up to 30 W.
In addition to the different performance classes up to 60 W, the
PoE injectors are characterized by a wide operating temperature
range from -40 to 75°C, ensuring a diverse range of applications.
Flexibility regarding the device supply is ensured by the redundant
input voltage range from 18 V DC … 57 V DC. It is therefore possible
to use 24 V DC and 48 V DC power supply units. The internal supply
unit offers electrical isolation to avoid short circuits on the PoE supply cable. This protects the PoE injector as well as upstream power
supply units and other components within the supply segment
from being damaged due to a short circuit between PoE-carrying
data wires and against cable shielding, leading to significant cost
savings. Not to mention the fact that the use of electrically isolated
power supply units is mandatory for numerous applications.

Integrated protection against coupled voltages
For the first time, the PoE injectors are provided with an optional,
integrated surge protection. This is due to the fact that Ethernet
interfaces operate with low signal levels at high frequencies. As a
result, they are particularly sensitive to surge voltages which can
lead to the destruction of expensive network components. Especially with regard to cabling across several buildings or control
cabinets, the devices may be adversely affected by the coupling of
voltages. The surge protection integrated in the injectors meets the
DIN EN 61643-21 standard, IEC test classification C2. The PoE-carrying port at the field side is intended to be used as surge protection
interface. All eight signal paths are protected by this solution.
The new PoE injectors also convince through their patented
shield current monitoring. If the installation is characterized by
different potential references, this may cause equalization currents
flowing through the cable shielding. This may result in damage to
expensive equipment and lead to a standstill of the entire production process. To counteract this, the PoE injectors INJ 2000 offer
simple diagnostic options. Existing equalization currents or
currents coupled on the PoE-carrying cable are measured and indicated using an LED. It lights up red if the cable shield current
exceeds 30 mA. This shows the user that a general grounding issue
exists in their entire installation. Individual control cabinets or
building parts might have been connected improperly with regard
to their potentials or there is still a high risk of electromagnetic
influences on the cable during installation.

Integrated patch panel for different
connection technologies
As a further feature, the PoE injectors offer an integrated patch panel
function for the first time. In addition to the commonly used RJ45

New Ethernet patch panel
for fast cabling
The connection technologies and
protective mechanisms of PoE injectors are also used for the eight new
Ethernet patch panels from Phoenix
Contact that are available in two function groups. The passive termination
boards allow quick and easy connection between the field
and control cabinet cabling. Apart from the standard modules with compact design, the new patch panels offer integrated surge protection. This protects the connected terminal
devices and ensures a high degree of system availability. This
also applies to the additional shield current monitoring, as
grounding problems are indicated using an LED. Various connection technologies (e.g., IDC, screw and Push-in) make the
connection of the field cable more convenient. With strain
relief assured at the same time, the cable shielding is connected without tools, saving in this way a great deal of time.

socket for both Ethernet ports, terminal technologies are provided
to connect the PoE-carrying field cable. Thanks to the easy connection of the cable to the injector, it is possible to do without the complex installation of an RJ45 connector with special tools. Similarly, it
is no longer necessary to place a separate patch panel using a patch
connection cable. This saves costs and space on the DIN rail.

Patented cable shielding contacting
with strain relief
The PoE injectors INJ 2000 with patch panel function also offer a
new type of shield contacting. The cable shielding can be connected
without tools, providing strain relief at the same time. A shield contact spring presses the cable with the braided shield folded back
over the cable sheath against a contact surface located directly on
the conducting path of the circuit board. For this purpose, the cable
is placed into the slot and the spring sheet pressed with the finger
until it locks into place in the housing. In this way, the cable shielding covers a large surface and the strain relief for the cable reaches
a value of up to 50 Newton. To release the connection, the lock only
needs to be levered up with a screwdriver. If the user closes the
housing cover with slight pressure after cable connection, the shield
contacting will not open even during extreme vibration. The shielding is securely and directly connected to ground potential via the
DIN rail. It is therefore possible to discharge all interferences
occurring on the cable shielding.

Summary
The new PoE injectors from Phoenix Contact supply devices in the
field with data and power up to 60 Watt via just one cable. New
functions such as integrated surge protection and shield current
monitoring ensure trouble-free operation of the application, while
the built-in patch panel cuts installation costs and saves space in
the control cabinet. Thanks to the wide operating temperature
range and the high transmission rate of up to 1 Gbps, these devices
are ideally suited to supply surveillance cameras.
Photographs: Phoenix Contact

www.phoenixcontact.com
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A compact filter pack
with huge potential
applications
Argo-Hytos, the fluid power and hydraulics expert from Switzerland
has introduced a compact filter pack for oil hydraulic systems. It has
immense applications in a multitude of industries and offers great
benefits to end users in terms of oil filtration and maintenance. Even it
it’s basic version, CFP 03 is an extremely pragmatic solution to small yet
real issues of operating hydraulic systems.

MOTION AND DRIVES

O

il contamination is one of the biggest reasons for failures in oil
systems. This problem applies to big industrial applications
where tanks have volumes as high as several hundred to several
thousand liters, mobile machines and systems powered by small
hydraulic power packs. Effective off-line filtration - constantly or
temporarily during filling and cyclic service inspections - significantly improves oil purity, minimizes operating costs and extends
machine lifetime. The fluid power expert Argo-Hytos offers pro
ducts from its fluid management portfolio that are well suited for
servicing systems with relatively large oil tanks with capacities
ranging from 60 to 5000 liters. But in cases of small-sized reservoirs
or complex installation positions which make it difficult to access
larger service units, the CFP 03 proves to be of utmost importance.
It is a completely new and portable filter device for off-line filtration, weighing only 9 kgs. With only 275 x 270 x 265 mm in length,
width and height, it has an ergonomic design and is easy to handle.
The CFP 03 from the FMA family of Argo-Hytos has a pump and
motor unit which is directly connected, and also a durable filter
with optical clogging indicator. It is worth emphasizing that the
CFP is not only a device for filling machines with oil. It is primarily
a service unit for off-line filtration. This type of filtration seems
obvious in systems with an easy access to the tank, where installation
of two independent hoses (suction and pressure) is not a problem. The
real challenges are small systems where oil is poured through one
small available port. What about off-line filtration in such systems? The
CFP 03 works perfectly in such applications thanks to the innovative
suction-return set, which complements the unit.

Exclusive solution for maintenance of small units
The problem of cleaning and filtering oil is not only related to large
devices. The question is how to optimize the service of smaller
devices such as compact power packs, for example the SMA 05
family. Unfortunately, these types of systems are very often filled in
the wrong way, without the use of professional equipment. As a
result, oil poured into the tank does not meet the basic purity
requirements. Even newly poured oil’s cleanliness class is worse
than recommended by manufacturers of hydraulic components.
Filling of a system with such media results in faster component
wear and frequent failures. In case of small tanks with volume up to
several dozen liters, filling and off-line filtration with standard service units often are not possible. Even a relatively small nominal
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flow of 8 or 16 l/min is too big and leads to undesired oil spillage
because of too fast filling. Moreover, most compact power packs
have limited possibilities for connecting external hydraulic hoses.
Usually there is only one available port in the oil tank (after removing the ventilating filter) which is too small for parallel installation
of a suction and return hose. Without the possibility of oil sucking
and then pumping it via a separate hose, off-line filtration cannot
be performed. The compact filter pack CFP 03 offers solutions to
these problems. Its nominal flow of 3 l/min provides trouble-free
filling of small m
 achines. With such a small flow, the risk of spilling
or overflowing is minimal. Even in case of a tank with a capacity of
several liters, oil can be filled in a controlled manner.
This set consists of an aluminum body, suction and pressure tube
and a quick couplings kit. Additionally it is equipped with a small
ventilating filter which allows exchange of air between environment
and tank. Thanks to the magnet attached to the body, the installation of the set in the steel tank is extremely easy and fast. In the first
step, the original ventilating filter has to be removed from the tank.
Then the suction-return set can be placed in the released port and
rotated to any desired angle. The strength of the magnet provides a
tight and reliable connection. After the connection of the suction
and pressure hose, the entire installation is ready for off-line filtration. The same set can also be used in power packs with plastic
tanks. This is possible due to an additional adapter which is made of
steel. The adapter screwed into the air filter port is the base for
inserting the suction-return set.
It’s compact size makes the CFP 03 suitable for use in installations
where other units do not work, especially in systems with difficult
access to the oil tank, where the connection of a bigger service unit
is not possible. Due to its light weight, the CFP 03 is ideal for work at
heights and also very useful maintenance services. Thanks to handy
plugs, the hoses of the unit can be secured during transport. This
helps to avoid unwanted oil leakages. The free ends of the hoses can
be plugged immediately after being removed from the tank. This
avoids dripping oil and getting the machine dirty.

It’s just the beginning
The current version of the CFP 03 does not cover all of Argo-Hytos
ideas for additional configurations of this product. The CFP’s
function of oil dosing seems to be an interesting development
option. This is a very useful feature especially in automotive

01 Compact in size and

01

ergonomic in design

02 Suction-return set
03 Off-line filtration in small

hydraulic power pack with CFP,
connected to the tank via
suction-return set

04 Securing of the end of the
hydraulic hose with a plug

02

03

r epair shops. The CFP with particle counter, in turn, could be a
complement to the larger family of UMPC 045 and FAPC 016
units. This would be an interesting proposition especially to
service companies. Also a version with a 12 or 24 VDC motor
appears to be attractive. Such a configuration can be used for
example in mobile machines.
Just like with other products manufactured at Argo-Hytos, it is
possible to customize the basic version: change the length of the

04

suction and pressure hose, the length of the power cable, the
standard of the electric plug, the colour of the frame etc. These and
other ideas will be implemented successively in response to the
needs of the end users.
Photographs: Argo-Hytos

www.argo-hytos.com
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A blossoming
partnership in the
precision valley of
Switzerland
Precision is an extremely important
aspect of the swiss personality.
From trains to watches and even
people, precision is a habit.
This is true for the Faulhaber
group as well, where swiss
worksmanship is a key
component in the
production of all geared
parts.

J

ust like satellites revolve around the sun, drive
specialists and mechanical engineers on earth came
up with planetary gearheads – the units with which
speed-torque conversion can be performed with
utmost precision. At Faulhaber Group, the family

owned company based near Stuttgart, Germany,
precision in engineering and workmanship is the key
component in the production of all geared parts. The
company Rolla Microgear AG, produces gears, output
shafts, intermediate drives and pinions made of various materials at their facilities in Grenchen. The
region around Lake Biel in Switzerland is known as
“Precision Valley” as it is the centre for watches and
precision engineering in Switzerland.

01 Planetary gear units allow high torques to be

transmitted with the load being distributed to several
planetary gears
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02 The precision engineering specialist is well prepared for individual

gear wheel and pinion adjustments. After all, the Swiss produce more
than ten million components each year for Faulhaber transmissions alone

Rolla Microgear is ideally equipped for these custom adaptations
to gears and sprockets. The Swiss firm produces more than ten million components for Faulhaber gearheads alone. Typical gear
series are produced in quantities of between 1000 and one million
pieces, with diameters between 1 and 15 millimetres. The Rolla
Microgear machine park is state-of-the-art, forming the basis for
the manufacture of small components made of brass, hardened
steel or even stainless steel with maximum precision and repeatability. “Microgears are a Swiss speciality”, Michaël Raymond
proudly remarks. The associated expectations extend further, from
production to testing. In the “Precision Valley”, this complete subsidiary of Faulhaber monitors the products not only optically, but
also with measurement methods that are much more precise, such
as the double flank test.

Nothing leave to chance

Rolla Microgear and Faulhaber: a partnership
for top quality
Rolla Microgear has belonged to the Faulhaber group since 2007
and, with more than 50 years of experience, is considered an expert
in all matters related to gearing. Michaël Raymond, COO and plant
manager at Rolla Microgear explains, “On the one hand, we supply
precision parts for Faulhaber gearheads and, on the other, we are a
partner for other customers. In this case we produce for example for
them the gears that connect motors to their application. Normal
practice often involves ordering gear motors that are appropriately
designed for the application, which Faulhaber then delivers readyfor-installation. “Many customers must themselves, however, still
procure the pinion as the interface to the machine/application and
then install it on the shaft”, Raymond reports from his experience.
“In this regard, we would like to be able to recommend ourselves in
the future even more as a complete supplier and actually deliver the
complete drive train – including mechanical interface – together
with Faulhaber.”

Even during the selection of materials for the high-precision geared
parts, Rolla Microgear leaves nothing to chance. The blanks, which
are transformed into their final gear shape in the gear cutting machines, likewise have their origin in the Faulhaber Group and are
produced from metal bars using long automatic lathes. “So-called
Swiss-type turning machines.”
After turning the blank and subsequent milling the gear geometry in Grenchen near Lake Biel, the parts are far from ready for
installation in a Faulhaber gearhead. Rolla Microgear’s portfolio of
possibilities also includes the heat treatment of the components
and surface coating processes. The parts do not reach the shipping
department until the profiles are within the strict tolerance standards. “ Faulhaber’s demands are high”, says the COO, who would
therefore like to further incorporate his company’s know-how in
additional markets. “Everyone asks how they can best connect the
gear motors to their machine. As system partner, we have the right
answer.” says Michaël Raymond.
Photographs: Dr. Fritz Faulhaber GmbH & CO. KG

www.faulhaber.com
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Universally applicable: Bosch Rexroth
linear function modules

DX500, the sensor that enables
predictive maintenance of gear unit

The new FMB and FMS function
modules for handling, infeed and
outfeed tasks as well as general
automation complement
Bosch Rexroth’s portfolio of
Linear Modules. They are
based on an aluminum frame.
Depending on the size of the
frame, one or two Ball Rail
Systems and either a belt
drive or a ball screw drive are
integrated into it. The
dimensions of the ready-toinstall modules correspond to common market dimensions
with standard load ratings. They are also based on the
dimensions of other Rexroth Linear Modules for high-precision applications. The new function modules can be selected,
configured and ordered fully digitally.

Gear unit manufacturer Flender
showcased its new DX500 smart
sensor along with the DX Assist
app. It offers a plug & play solution
for measurement of vibrations and
temperatures on the gear unit and
notifies the system operator of any
irregularities directly to his smartphone via the app. It enables planning
of predictive maintenance work before any
unscheduled interruptions or stoppages can occur. The
sensors measure and monitor parameters on the gear unit
itself and indicate changes by means of LED signals and an
alarm signal in the DX Assist app. All alarms are recorded and
the system operator can order the required replacement parts
or initiate gear unit analysis by Flender experts directly with a
click. The operator is also provided with a digital and mobile
service log-book for his gear unit to enable him to optimize
his spare-part management and reduce maintenance and
failure costs. It is available right at the time of gear unit
purchase or, in the case of existing systems, after purchase
and is easy to install. It is especially intended for gear units for
all industrial applications in the low to middle torque range.

www.boschrexroth.com

PRODUCTS

Robust AC-housing motors for
versatile applications
Groschopp offers AC-housing motors of model range IGK/
IGL, both in AC- and three-phase- layout. The single-phase
models are predominantly used in fans, pumps, conveyor
belt drives, cashier- and mixing-systems, while the threephase motors are found in various industrial applications 
like metal-cutting-machines or in the conveyor techniques.
Further applications are found in the foodstuffs-industry, 
in packaging
machines and in
medical engineering. By using a
frequency converter, the positiong
range can be varied
from 8 Hz up to
80 Hz at 50 Hz
normal frequency.
This makes it
possible for the motors to be operated at low speed on a
continuous basis. Some further advantages of these AC-housing motors are their high efficiency factor and smooth
surfaces. That is why they can be cleaned easily – and used
without special coating in areas of high standards of hygiene.
These induction motors with convection cooling achieve IP65
due to their closed housing: they are immune to outside
influences and can be installed in numerous environments.
On request, housings can be lacquered, hard-coated,
sila-coated or made of stainless steel.
www.groschopp.de/en
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IP66/IP68 cable gland for cables with
and without connectors
Icotek presents with KVT-ER a
split cable gland for routing
and sealing cables with
connectors or complete
cable harnesses. But also
electric, pneumatic or
hydraulic lines without
terminals or connectors as well 
as corrugated conduits can be
easily routedThe KVT-ER sizes
are based on metric standard
cut-outs M25, M32, M50 and M63. Due to the high contact
pressure, the injected elastomer gasket and the use of KT
single-hole cable grommets, the cable gland KVT-ER reaches
protection ratings IP65 / IP66 / IP67 / IP68 (certified according to EN 60529). In order to achieve the certified protection
ratings and still be able to offer the highest flexibility in cable
diameters, single-hole cable grommets KT small and KT large
can be used. Those cover a diameter range of 1 to 35 mm. For
routing of e.g. D-Sub connectors icotek offers special KGM
locknuts with specific cut-outs. Thanks KVT-ER retrofits,
repairs and maintenance can be done easily and quickly.
www.icotek.com/en/

Wire-actuated encoder SGH50 
from Siko

Smart servo axis for effective and
flexible production processes

The new SGH50 uses a cable mechanism for absolute
measurement of hydraulic or telescopic cylinders. With
measurement lengths between zero and five meters, the
SGH50 has the largest measurement range of the SGH
series. Target applications are agricultural machinery,
construction machines, municipal vehicles, forestry

Lenze, the specialist in machine automation, has come up with a
package suitable for positioning tasks, handling and assembly
applications, robotics, packaging machines and conveyor drives.
At the heart of the solution is the smart i950 servo inverter. Its
greater computing power and the integrated EtherCAT-Port make
it possible to control
multiple axes
synchronously at
high speed, enabling
it to complete
complex tasks. The
i950 is a match for
any operational
scenario thanks to its
three different modes
of operation. It can
be freely programmed or serve as
an actuating drive
under a CiA402
motion control. But the most common mode of operation will no
doubt be with the use of the integrated FAST technology appli
cations. These technology modules represent a broad range of
functions that nobody no longer has to program itself – instead, to
be able to use the functions he just has to set the parameters. The
commissioning tool EasyStarter helps to do this with an intuitive
graphic parameterising user interface. This makes it user-friendly
and ensures that engineers do not have to be used in every phase
of a project.

machines, piston accumulators and other industrial
applications. The SGH50 has an extremely durable design.
A special plastic developed specifically for the purpose,
which is characterized by an extension of fluid temperature resistance from 85°C to 105°C, is responsible for this.
It meets the specifications of the most extreme vibration
standards, which are also used for testing helicopter
turbines, and easily copes with shocks 100 times the force
of gravity. Unlike rod-based sensors, its flexible cable
completely absorbs vibrations. The hydraulic medium
provides additional damping of any vibration. With the
integrated teach-in function, the measurement length of
the sensor can be taught individually from zero to 5m.

www.lenze.com/en-de/

www.siko-global.com/en-de

Everyone needs one
Servocouplings for all
drive constellations
– inexpensive price
– wide product range
– short lead time

www.mayr.com
Mayr.indd 1
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Compartment fine positioning with
camera-based positioning sensors
In the past 20 years, the design of pallet and container
racks has changed considerably. The loading
possibilities and range of applications became
significantly larger. Racks are increasingly affected by
thermal and dynamic influences and shock loads have
increased. The resulting deformation of rack
components under load, for example, from deflection
or expansion, must therefore be considered in detail.

LOGISTICS

T

he 200 class includes racks in which the high-bay storage devices
are automatically controlled and which have a fine positioning
system at the storage spaces of the loading units. For the fine positioning, influences that act on the tolerances of the steel structure in
the warehouse are to be given special consideration. In addition to
mechanical tolerances from material- and mounting-related variances, these also include wall and wind loads, elastic deformations
as a function of the load state, static and dynamic loads of the highbay storage device from different load states (empty runs, removal
from storage with load), forces from acceleration and deceleration
as well as thermal deformations and material expansion. If one initially considers only the deformation from different load states, it
quickly becomes clear that the horizontal position can change as a
result of the deflection of the bar.
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Just as the horizontal position can change, so too can the vertical position, as the columns can likewise deform as a result of dynamic,
thermal or shock loads. It thereby becomes apparent that adherence
to the functional requirements for the precise positioning of a highbay storage device takes on special significance. For positioning in
the X- and Y-direction, rough and fine positioning are generally
used. Used for the rough positioning of the high-bay storage device
are, for example, bar code positioning systems, optical distance sensors or incremental transmitters. Once the approximate position is
reached, compartment fine positioning performs the targeted approach of the high-bay storage device to its final position. Mounted
on the load receptacle of the high-bay storage device are at least two
optical diffuse reflection sensors per positioning direction – for the
X- and Y-direction – i.e., at least four sensors. Without object detection, the outputs of the sensors are OFF. If a sensor detects the edge
of a column or of a bar, the output state changes and the sensor output indicates ON. With the help of the new signal state, it is possible,
on the one hand, to detect the direction of movement of the high-bay
storage device and, on the other, to calculate the desired target position with respect to the edge. Shown in the following is the schematic
arrangement of the sensors with the corresponding binary evaluation. The arrows indicate the intended direction of movement of the
high-bay storage device. Other states arise in a similar manner.
The solution with binary sensors, which has proven itself over
the years, has a number of disadvantages. For example, the space
available on the load receptacle is extremely limited, since additional sensors are often mounted there. In addition, diffuse reflection sensors can relatively easily produce faulty switching as a re-

01 Unloaded pallet
warehouse

02 Loaded pallet warehouse

results in a deviation of the
horizontal position due to the
deflection of the cross member

sult of glossy profile surfaces, undesired reflection signals from
edges located in the background or due to the effects of ambient
light. The biggest disadvantage, however, is the complex alignment
of the binary sensors. Trained, qualified personnel are required for
this purpose. In addition to this is the fact that a binary sensor provides no further state information, such as information concerning
the function reserve or sensor state. Similarly, new possibilities
and solution approaches that arise from digitalization within the

scope of Industry 4.0 for diagnosis and predictive maintenance
cannot be supported.

What alternatives are available for a forward-looking compartment fine positioning solution?
A camera-based positioning system with an evaluation algorithm
tailored to the specific application offers one possible solution ap-

Time-less
E4.1L: Moving energy made even easier ...
Fast harnessing and time-less design.

Reduce assembly and harnessing time by 80 %*
The E4.1L e-chainsystem can be harnessed faster than any other. New separators
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multi-level cable ﬁllings. igus.eu/E4.1L

plastics for longer life

®
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03 Binary switching signals on approach of the load receptacle

04 Binary switching signals upon detection of columns and bars

proach here. With the IPS 200i, Leuze electronic offers the smallest
camera-based sensor available on the market for the compartment
fine positioning of high-bay storage devices. Tedious mounting,
aligning, and readjusting during operation is no longer required,
saving the customer valuable time. Using a novel quality score, the
IPS 200i notifies of changes to the sensor or rack and thus assists the
user in identifying possible faults early, so that predictive maintenance can be implemented. The endangered part of the system is
found in due time, thus preventing a standstill of the system stemming from inaccurate positioning. The quality score also facilitates

sensor is optimally positioned.
The new sensor, which is optimized for depth of field, features a
fixed focus position and, after rough positioning, is used for optical
fine positioning of a high-bay storage device in the X or Y direction.
It is capable of transmitting the correction coordinates for the precise positioning of a rack to a high-bay storage device. The X/Y deviation is output in millimeters to the target position or as quadrants by means of the available switching outputs. The typical
measurement value cycle time is 35 ms with a reproducibility of
typically 0.1 mm (1 sigma).

X-direction -> column not yet detected: Q1: OFF, Q2: OFF
Y-direction -> bar not yet detected: Q3: OFF, Q4: OFF

X-direction -> column detected: Q1: OFF, Q2: ON
Y-direction -> bar detected: Q3: ON, Q4: OFF

Can be used in different temperature ranges

C

ompartment fine positioning with
a camera-based solution is a
future-oriented and smart solution
that will also be winning out in terms
of cost in the long term.

Stefan Ambos, Product Marketing Management
team leader at Leuze electronic

identifying particularities that may precede a system failure, so that
the endangered system components can be duly removed. Maintenance times can be planned preventatively with this information,
downtime can be minimized, and the cost effectiveness increased.
Thanks to the integrated web server, all relevant data is available
worldwide, without having to access the control system.

Fast commissioning and high reading performance
The web-based, multi-language configuration tool with a userguided wizard reduces the times it takes for commissioning to a
minimum. The IPS 200i can also be configured per XML commands
or intuitively started up and operated via just two buttons, without
being connected to a PC. Innovative feedback LEDs offer instant
feedback, which makes aligning the sensors as easy as parking a car.
Similar to an acoustic distance sensor in a car, the position of the
marker is displayed in relation to the sensor by means of four LEDs
mounted on the side. Each side LED corresponds to a single quadrant. If the marker is located in one of the quadrants, the corresponding LED illuminates or flashes. If the marker is in the center
(coordinate origin), all four LEDs light up simultaneously. Then the
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The small IPS 200i dimensioned 66 x 43 x 44 millimeters with an
industrial design in compliance with degree of protection IP65 is
suitable both for normal temperature ranges or, with optional integrated heating, for deep-freeze use down to -30 °C. Thanks to its assembly options on three sides, the compact sensor can be flexibly
mounted to the high-bay storage device. The powerful, ambientlight-independent infrared LED illumination (Light-Emitting Diode) ensures flexible use in conveyor and storage systems. It provides for a short exposure time for moving objects, and no
additional external illumination is needed. The high object speed in
combination with a high depth of field also supports the flexibility
of the new positioning sensor of Leuze electronic. The FTP (File
Transfer Protocol) image transfer of the IPS 200i enables complete
documentation of the (error) images.

Easy integration into existing network environment
With the integrated Ethernet interface (TCP/IP or UDP) and the
planned Profinet interface, both direct integration into the customer’s network environment and quick, location-independent diagnostics via remote control are possible. “With the quality score, the
IPS 200i now makes it possible to detect the cause of standstill of a
high-bay storage device early on. A significant step toward predictive
maintenance, one of the most frequently mentioned applications of
Industry 4.0,” summarizes Stefan Ambos, Product Marketing Management team leader at Leuze electronic.
Photograph, Graphics: Leuze

www.leuze.com

Film packaging protects paper bags
from the environment
The new Beumer bag-in-bag system quickly and
reliably packs filled paper bags individually or in
groups with a weather-resistant plastic film. This
protects the contents against moisture, dust, insects
and other environmental influences during storage
and transport. The bag-in-bag is easy to integrate into
existing filling and packaging systems.

T

he impermeable film keeps dust from escaping from the filled
bags, and it prevents product losses. The films have thicknesses
of 30 to 100 microns, so material costs are low. The outer packaging
in the paper bags does not require an intermediate layer made of
PE, a fact which also cuts costs and increases filling performance.
The highly efficient system is so reliable that ultrasonic welding of
the bags is usually not necessary.
The Beumer bag-in-bag, offered to customers in cooperation
with Tentoma, has a wide range of uses. For the Beumer Group the

focus is on packaging of bags, but the technology is also suitable
for goods with lengths of up to eight meters and product circumferences of 600 to approximately 5,600 millimeters. Thus the system can also be used for bar stock, insulation materials or consumer goods. Users can integrate it seamlessly into their work
processes by simply installing it in existing feeding line. Thus the
bag-in-bag supplements the Beumer fillpac inline packer and the
Beumer paletpac high-performance palletizer.
Bagging, film packaging and palletizing can be easily and
seamlessly combined in a continuous production line. Expensive
modification and system changes are unnecessary. The Beumer
bag-in-bag is designed for inline packers with a capacity of up to
800 bags per hour. The flexible system can be configured for three
different applications: a semiautomatic insular solution, a fully
automatic depalletising, packaging and palletising line, or an in
tegrated solution in which machines can be switched on indi
vidually. Thus the system can be adapted to specific customer
requirements.
Photograph: Beumer Group

www.beumergroup.com
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AGVs provide
disruptive production
processes with flexibility
Assembly of batteries for electric or hybrid vehicles
requires a high degree of flexibility. Autonomous
Guided Vehicle (AGV) systems from DS Automotion
facilitate building agile production facilities capable of
easily adapting to changing requirements. They
communicate with permanently installed equipment
as well as higher-level systems and provide top
productivity combined with optimal worker
protection.

LOGISTICS

E

lectromobility is clearly on the rise. The automotive industry is
offering its customers a fast growing portfolio of vehicles with
fully electric or hybrid drive technology. As they are fully aware that
traction batteries are key components, most of the established car
manufacturers are investing in production lines for the battery
packs in their own factories or at subsidiaries. There, supplied battery cells, control electronics, cooling systems and housings are assembled to form vehicle-specific traction batteries.

Rapid change requires flexibility
While fully electric production vehicles are already leaving the production lines of the automobile makers, technologies used for storing electricity are being further developed at a fast pace. Progress in
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this field is still often made in leaps and bounds. Unlike classic
starter batteries with their standardized sizes and form factors, the
rechargeable batteries used in electric drive vehicles come in complex shapes tailored to fit individual car bodies. To save space and
weight, they are often integrated with the vehicle’s undercarriage.
This implies that they need to be adapted in increasingly short cycles to new generations of the cars they are meant to power.
“Contrary to classic drive train components, car manufacturers
are still lacking experience as to how production quantities will develop. This requires a lot of flexibility that currently only AGV systems can provide”, says Kurt Ammerstorfer, Head of Sales, Product
Management and Marketing at DS Automotion, a globally leading
supplier of Autonomous Guided Vehicle (AGV) systems.

To Industry 4.0 by AGV
From base plate preparation to fitting the battery cell blocks and
battery management systems as well as making all electrical connections to placing the hood, battery assembly usually involves 10
to 12 stations, typically with a very high degree of automation. Although many of them are enclosed robot cells, numerous operations are performed manually between them. Multiples of certain
stations are installed to parallelize processes requiring cycle times
beyond the customary three to five minutes such as initial charging
of the battery packs.
Conventionally designed assembly lines with their permanently
installed conveyor systems are lacking the flexibility required to react dynamically to the changeable requirements of battery assembly. There, assembling with high agility even the smallest batches is

01 Battery assembly usually involves 10 to 12 stations, typically with

02 DS Automotion AGV systems communicate with safety controllers

imperative. “For more than 30 years, DS Automotion has been developing driverless transport systems following the guiding principles of what is now referred to as Industry 4.0”, says Arthur Kornmüller, Managing Director of that innovative company based in
Linz, Austria. “They allow quick and uncomplicated modifications
of the paths an assembly travels during completion as well as the
time spent at individual stations to fulfill new requirements.”

Safely communicative

a very high degree of automation − many of the stations are enclosed
robot cells

Agile automation provides adaptability
DS Automotion AGVs are already working in numerous installations
at the battery production facilities of leading car manufacturers. For
flexible assembly lines, the industry typically uses track-guided systems, considering it beneficial that their control system DS Navios
TrackGuide is based on Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
technology. As this is a de facto standard in the automotive industry, production and maintenance engineers there are familiar with
this technology. AGV systems can be integrated seamlessly with the
overall automation processes in battery assembly.
The vehicles follow magnetic stripes or induction loops laid in or
bonded onto the floor. Aside of navigation purposes, the loops can
also serve for permanently recharging the batteries in the vehicles,
thus avoiding standstill for charging. Guiding lines that can be
bonded to the floor as well as the control system’s programmability
provide the AGV system with a lot of flexibility as they allow quick
modifications of both the layout and the cruising characteristics.

Simple intralogistics integration
Some companies attempt at implementing a holistic approach according to Industry 4.0. They prefer integrating their battery
assembly lines with their general intralogistics. For compatibility
reasons, they prefer free-navigation systems. The DS Navios
FreeGuide management and control system for free-navigation
AGVs calculates route segments and hands them down via Wi-Fi as
individual driving jobs for autonomous execution by the AGVs.
These systems do not require guiding tracks. They verify the route
they pursue guiding aids such as floor-recessed magnets or laser
reflectors mounted on walls or racks. They permanently check for
adherence with the route to follow. The management and control
system software is installed one hierarchical level above the individual machine PLCs. It communicates with MES and ERP systems
to derive the optimal movement patterns from order data, material
and machinery availability information.

so the AGVs can enter into robot cells through light curtains without
causing an unsafe access violation

DS Automotion AGV systems also communicate with other parts of
production facilities. This allows AGVs for instance to enter into
robot cells through light curtains without causing an unsafe access
violation alert to stop the robots. This ensures maximum production
efficiency as well as optimal protection for the workers.
The corridors between the assembly cells are often very narrow,
requiring vehicles with a particularly high maneuverability. “In
automotive traction battery production lines, the AGVs need to

P

ractically all of the German premium car manufacturers are using our AGV systems in battery
assembly. They benefit from completely flexible
assembly lines. In view of the
current market and skyrocketing
requirements, this poses an
enormously valuable asset.

Manfred Hummenberger (left) and
Arthur Kornmüller, Managing
Directors, DS Automotion GmbH

reverse into the cells, and frequently in narrow curves”, says Kurt
Ammerstorfer. “As we look back on decades of experience with
similar challenges, particularly in automotive industry environments,
we can guarantee the flawless execution of this maneuver under all
foreseeable operational conditions even for track-guided systems.”

Well-established in electromobility
“Practically all of the German premium car manufacturers are using
our systems in battery assembly”, says DS Automotion Managing
Director, Manfred Hummenberger. “An AGV made in Linz will soon
also be deployed for that purpose in the biggest automobile factory in
the US.” Managers there probably had an easy choice as elsewhere in
that same factory, DS Automotion AGVs have already been proving
their flexibility and reliability for several years.
Photographs: DS Automotion
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